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Perdew et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett 49, 1691 (1982)] discovered and proved two different properties of exact Kohn-Sham density 
functional theory (DFT): (i) The exact total energy versus particle number is a series of linear segments between integer electron 
points; (ii) Across an integer number of electrons, the exchange-correlation potential may ``jump’’ by a constant, known as the 
derivative discontinuity (DD). Here, we show analytically that in both the original and the generalized Kohn-Sham formulation 
of DFT, the two are in fact two sides of the same coin. Absence of a derivative discontinuity necessitates deviation from piece-
wise linearity, and the latter can be used to correct for the former, thereby restoring the physical meaning of the orbital energies. 
Using selected small molecules, we show that this results in a simple correction scheme for any underlying functional, including 
semi-local and hybrid functionals as well as Hartree-Fock theory, suggesting a practical correction for the infamous gap problem 
of DFT. Moreover, we show that optimally-tuned range-separated hybrid functionals can inherently minimize both DD and cur-
vature, thus requiring no correction, and show that this can be used as a sound theoretical basis for novel tuning strategies.  
 
In a seminal article,1 Perdew, Parr, Levy, and Balduz (PPLB) 
discovered and proved two properties that exact density func-
tional theory (DFT) must obey. By extending the realm of DFT 
to fractional electron numbers, using a zero temperature statisti-
cal mixture of integer electron states, they found that: (i) The 
exact total energy versus particle number curve must be a series 
of linear segments between the integer electron points; (ii) 
Across an integer number of electrons, the exchange-correlation 
(XC) potential may ``jump’’ by a constant, usually known as the 
derivative discontinuity (DD)     
2 Originally derived to explain 
how DFT handles the dissociation of heterodimers, both proper-
ties were later found important in a host of other contexts. 
Piecewise linearity and its generalization to spin densities were 
deemed essential to avoiding localization/delocalization and stat-
ic correlation errors3 and the absence of DD in approximate KS 
functionals have also been implicated in erroneous description of 
charge transfer processes.4, 5 
The DD has been found to play a decisive and negative role in 
the relation between the frontier, highest occupied (HOMO) and 
lowest unoccupied (LUMO) Kohn-Sham (KS) orbital energies, 
(OEs) and the ionization potential (IP) and electron affinity (EA), 
respectively.6 In principle, with the exact (asymptotically vanish-
ing) KS potential the HOMO energy can be identified with the 
IP. 1, 7-11. Potentials derived from approximate functionals, that 
are analytical and therefore do not possess a DD, fail to achieve 
this. Worse, unless this “missing” DD (MDD) is negligible the IP 
and the EA cannot be simultaneously identified with the HOMO 
and LUMO energies even with the exact KS potential, leading to 
the infamous “gap problem” 12, 13. These conclusions are equally 
valid for generalized KS (GKS) theory 14, 15, where a non-local 
potential operator may be present 16.  
In this article, we show that the MDD and the deviation from 
piecewise linearity are in fact doppelgängers.17 The former ne-
cessitates the latter, and the latter can be used to correct for the 
former and restore the physical meaning of the frontier OEs. We 
further show that this results in a simple and robust procedure for 
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quantitative correction of these OEs for any underlying KS or 
generalized Kohn-Sham (GKS) DFT. Specifically, we show that 
optimally-tuned range-separated hybrid (RSH) functionals mini-
mizes both MDD and curvature and that this can be used as a 
basis for novel tuning strategies. 
To set notation, we consider Coulomb systems with an average 
number of electrons equal to      , where   is an integer 
and        is a “fractional hole”. Denoting the total energy 
of such a system by   ( ), piecewise linearity dictates that   
  ( )  (   )          (1)  
such that the energy of the   and     electron systems is giv-
en by      ( ) and        (  ), respectively, with the 
(vertical) IP of the N electron system defined as         
  . From Eq. ‎(1),     is the constant slope of   ( ) in the 
range       . Similar considerations show that as the elec-
tron number changes through  , from     to    , the slope 
changes discontinuously, with the new slope given by       .1, 
15, 18 The latter is, by definition, the EA of the N electron system. 
Exact KS-DFT maps the fractional charge interacting-electron 
ensemble onto a non-interacting system with a fractionally-
occupied HOMO, possessing the same electron density. Remark-
ably, the energy of the fractionally-occupied HOMO,   
 ( ), 
must remain constant as a function of   19. This is a consequence 
of Janak’s theorem 20, according to which   
 ( )  
 
  
  ( ), 
which is constant equal to    . As   changes from slightly be-
low   to slightly above  , a new orbital is fractionally occupied, 
such that   
         . PPLB introduced the DD to argue that 
      will usually deviate from   
 (    ) because the KS 
potential ``jumps’’ by    . Thus, at integer  , the KS frontier 
OEs relate to the ionization energies (IEs) as 12, 21: 
     
              
       (2)  
and consequently the KS gap,   
    
 , is related to the funda-
mental gap,        , by  
  
    
       
       (3)  
Numerical estimates for many systems have shown that     can 
be quite large.22, 23 For bulk Si it is ~0.5 eV, which is nearly 50% 
of the fundamental gap24.  
Approximate KS functionals, notably local/semi-local func-
tionals used in most DFT applications, typically employ analyti-
cal, explicitly density-dependent XC functionals that do not al-
low for a DD. Almost without exception, it is found numerically 
that   
   and   
  obtained from such functionals respectively un-
derestimate and overestimate by similar amounts the IP and EA 
computed from total energy differences using the same function-
al21. Explicitly: 
     
  
 
 
         
      
   
 
 
    (4)  
where     denotes the deviation between the fundamental and 
KS gaps : 
  
    
       
        (5)  
One should compare these relations in these approximate, DD-
free KS functionals with Eqs. ‎(2) and ‎(3) valid in exact KS DFT. 
Consider now that energies from approximate functionals exhibit 
non-zero curvature,   ( )  
  
   
  ( )   . Let us first approx-
imate   ( ) as a constant,   . The ensemble energy within this 
(G)KS approximation then deviates from Eq. ‎(1), given by:  
  ( )  
 
 
   (   )  (   )          (6)  
Janak’s theorem,20 allows expression of the OEs by derivatives 
of the energies: 
  
  
   ( )
  
|
   
   
    
   ( )
  
|
    
  (7)  
where for the second equality we used the fact that for a DD-free 
functional   (    
 )     (    
 ). Inserting Eq. ‎(6) 
in ‎(7)  yields      
  
 
 
   and        
   
 
 
    . 
For perfectly parabolic  ( ) curves, then, half the curvature ex-
actly corrects for the difference between OEs and IEs. Conse-
quently, the average of the two curvatures exactly corrects the 
gap:            
    
  
 
 
(       ). Generally,   ( ) 
does depend on x, but a similar expansion shows that to leading 
order 
     ( )     
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(8)  
 with the additional exact relation:  
 ̅  ∫   ( )  
 
  
   
    
     (9)  
where the last equality in the above equation follows from 
Eq. ‎(7). 
Eqs. ‎(8) serve as a natural basis for a straightforward “curva-
ture correction” to the OEs of approximate, DD-free density 
functionals. To study its efficacy, we applied it to PBE calcula-
tions of selected small molecules. As shown in Table I, the nega-
tive of the neutral HOMO energy,    
 , and of the cation LUMO 
energy,    
   , both deviate by an average of more than 4 eV 
from the neutral IP obtained from total energy differences,   . 
However, the curvature values   ( ) and   (  ), also given in 
Table 1, are large numbers, spanning a wide range of values from 
4 eV to 13 eV. The curvature-corrected estimates,   ( ) and 
  ( ) of Eqs. ‎(8), are remarkably close to   , with absolute mean 
deviation of less than ~0.1eV.  
For simplicity, we have focused our discussion so far on KS 
theory. However, as mentioned above, piecewise linearity must 
also be obeyed by GKS theory, i.e., even in the presence of a 
non-local potential.14, 15 The local “remainder potential” of GKS 
theory 16, which plays a role analogous to that of the exchange-
correlation potential in KS theory, can similarly exhibit a DD 14. 
Therefore, Eqs. ‎(8) are immediately valid for any GKS functional 
whose “remainder potential” does not possess a DD. The curva-
ture-based correction scheme should therefore apply to any hy-
brid functional as well, as such functionals are merely a special 
case of GKS theory6, 14, 25, 26. 
Table 1 further shows that our correction procedure is indeed 
equally helpful for the PBE-based hybrid, PBE0.27-29 Here curva-
tures are somewhat smaller than for PBE and OEs are closer to 
  , but the deviation is still large, close to ~3 eV and after correc-
tion ~0.1 eV. Furthermore, the same correction assists Hartree-
Fock (HF) theory (HFT), itself just another special GKS case.6, 16 
Indeed, the HF uncorrected gaps in Table 1,are too large and 
curvatures are negative (implying a negative MDD) while curva-
ture-corrected IEs are significantly closer to     with mean devi-
ance  of ~0.3 eV. This is larger due to enlarged non-parabolic 
behavior of  ( ) seen in Table 1 as a larger mean difference 
between   ( ) and   (  ) . 
Further insight can be attained from the following physical ar-
guments. By using an approximate functional devoid of a DD, 
we rob the (G)KS potential of its ability to correctly follow the 
slope change of the ideally piecewise-linear energy versus frac-
tional electron number curve. Concomitantly, for the calculation 
to be useful at all, we still expect the approximate density func-
tional to deliver rather accurate energy values at the integer elec-
tron points. Not unlike nudging an elastic band nailed at regular 
intervals, this is possible only by introducing curvature. Hence, 
compromising on the DD inevitably necessitates curvature. Con-
versely, precisely because the curvature must compensate for the 
MDD, curvature corrections restore the physical meaning of the 
(G)KS frontier eigenvalues. Thus, MDD and curvature deviations 
are inexorably linked. In fact, Eq. ‎(9) shows that the difference 
between the HOMO eigenvalue of the   electron system and the 
LUMO value of the     electron system, which in the exact 
theory is precisely the DD1, 11, 13, is exactly the average curvature 
in the approximate theory. Eqs. ‎(8) fully rationalize the general 
similarity between     of Eqs. ‎(2) and     of Eqs. ‎(4) of the ex-
act and approximate theory, respectively, with the approximate 
(G)KS gap mimicking the exact one as long as        . 
The doppelgänger17 nature of the MDD and the curvature sug-
gests that their co-appearance also implies their possible co-
disappearance: a functional with small MDD will necessarily 
exhibit small curvature. Recently, we have shown that the MDD 
can indeed be rigorously minimized, allowing for direct identifi-
cation of HOMO and LUMO eigenvalues with the IP and EA. 
This has been accomplished within a GKS scheme, based on a 
range-split hybrid functional (RSH)30 that uses exact non-local 
exchange only for the long-range part of the Coulomb repulsion,  
   (  )   . The range-splitting parameter   was tuned from first 
principles, per system, based on satisfaction of the IP 
(“Koopmans”) theorem (i.e., the first of Eqs. ‎(2)),31, 32 as best as 
possible, for both the neutral and anionic system 14, 33-35. In Table 
2, we show for selected small molecules that tuning   based on 
(average or endpoint) curvature minimization yields optimal   
values that change by very little compared to those obtained from 
satisfying the IP theorem for the neutral molecule. Furthermore, 
the optimal   found from one tuning criterion also fulfills the 
other two criteria to within ~0.05 eV, i.e., to within the above-
obtained accuracy of curvature corrections. 
Table 1: Calculated PBE, PBE0, and HF OEs   
  and   
   , endpoint curvatures   ( ) (      ), average curvature  ̅    
    
   , curvature-
corrected estimates   ( ) and   ( ), and IP obtained from total energy differences,   , for a set of selected molecules. All values are in eV. All 
calculations were performed with a development version of NWChem,36 using the cc-pVTZ basis and B3LYP/cc-pVTZ optimized molecular geome-
tries. 
Functional    ( )   (  )  ̅     
     
      ( )   ( )    
PBE 
   12.0 12.5 12.3 9.1 21.4 15.1 15.1 15.2 
   10.2 10.5 10.4 10.2 20.6 15.3 15.4 15.4 
    10.0 8.8 9.7 5.9 15.6 10.9 11.2 10.9 
    11.6 10.7 11.5 6.8 18.3 12.6 13.0 12.6 
     9.0 9.1 9.2 6.1 15.3 10.6 10.7 10.7 
      8.9 8.7 8.9 6.8 15.7 11.2 11.3 11.2 
Benzene 6.2 5.9 6.0 6.3 12.2 9.4 9.3 9.3 
Naphthalene 4.9 4.9 4.9 5.5 10.4 7.9 7.9 7.9 
Anthracene 4.3 4.2 4.3 5.0 9.2 7.1 7.1 7.1 
Mean Deviation from    -4.3 4.3 -0.02 0.08  
Mean Absolute Deviation from    4.3 4.3 0.05 0.10 
PBE0 
   8.2 8.6 8.4 11.6 20.0 15.7 15.7 15.8 
   7.1 7.2 7.3 12.1 19.4 15.7 15.8 15.7 
    6.5 5.6 6.3 7.5 13.8 10.8 11.0 10.8 
    7.4 6.8 7.3 8.8 16.1 12.5 12.7 12.5 
     5.8 5.8 5.9 7.8 13.7 10.7 10.8 10.7 
      5.5 5.4 5.6 8.5 14.1 11.3 11.4 11.3 
Benzene 4.0 3.9 4.0 7.3 11.2 9.3 9.3 9.3 
Naphthalene 3.3 3.3 3.3 6.3 9.6 8.0 8.0 8.0 
Anthracene 2.9 2.9 2.9 5.7 8.6 7.2 7.2 7.2 
Mean Deviation from    -2.8 2.8 -0.01 0.07  
Mean Absolute Deviation from    2.8 2.8 0.01 0.09 
HF 
   -4.3 -3.1 -3.7 18.0 14.3 15.9 15.9 16.1 
   -3.3 -2.7 -2.6 16.8 14.2 15.1 15.5 15.7 
    -5.8 -2.8 -4.0 11.6 7.6 8.7 9.0 9.3 
    -7.2 -3.5 -5.0 13.7 8.7 10.1 10.4 10.9 
     -5.4 -3.9 -4.9 12.0 7.1 9.3 9.0 9.4 
      -6.3 -3.8 -5.3 12.9 7.6 9.7 9.5 10.0 
Benzene -2.6 -1.9 -2.3 9.1 6.9 7.8 7.9 8.0 
Naphthalene -2.0 -1.8 -1.9 7.9 6.0 6.9 6.2 6.9 
Anthracene -1.8 -1.8 -1.8 7.0 5.2 6.1 6.1 6.1 
Mean Deviation from    1.9 -1.6 -0.3 -0.3  
Mean Absolute Deviation from    1.8 1.6 0.3 0.3 
The above argumentation immediately explains the hitherto heu-
ristic observation that optimally-tuned RSHs tend to have small 
curvature 14, 37, 38 and provides a solid theoretical framework for 
more elaborate RSHs, where both range-separation parameter 
and short-range exact-exchange fraction are tuned by demanding 
minimization of both MDD and curvature 39, 40.  
We note that tuning using endpoint curvature is additionally 
advantageous in that it may be performed entirely on the original 
system, without recourse to its ionized or even partially ionized 
states - a major advantage for larger systems, or for solids where 
ionization is more challenging owing to periodic boundary condi-
tions. This can be accomplished by considering that by combin-
ing Janak’s theorem [Eq. ‎(7)] with the curvature definition, we 
find that requisite curvatures are given by    
   ( )
   
 and 
     
   ( )
   
. Treating orbital occupation as a perturbation, we 
in the supplementary material a linear-response equation32 whose 
solution includes the curvatures         with respect to any KS 
orbital    . Starting from an analog of the single-pole approxi-
mation in linear-response time-dependent DFT41 we also derive 
an order-by-order expansion for the curvature. The zero order 
estimate for the curvature (see also ref. 32) equals to the OE cor-
rection estimate of ref. 42. However, we also demonstrate, using 
    , that this bare “self-interaction” term grossly overestimates 
curvature because of extensive relaxation entering in higher or-
ders. In the supplementary material, we show that one needs to 
go beyond even 2nd order when estimating curvature.  
In recent years, several orbital-dependent corrections of (semi-) 
local functionals have been put forth (e.g., refs. 43-47). These pro-
vide a route different from ours for overcoming the DD-
curvature equivalence by formally departing from the (G)KS 
framework because for physically meaningful results, any curva-
ture minimization must be accompanied by a mechanism of 
MDD reduction .  
Table 2: The optimal value of the range parameter   (in atomic units) in 
the BNL functional,31 as determined by three different first principles 
tuning criteria.  
 
Koopmans’: 
  
      
Zero average 
curvature:  
  
    
    
Zero endpoint 
curvature: 
     
   0.73 0.74 0.71 
   0.61 0.61 0.59 
    0.50 0.51 0.48 
    0.57 0.58 0.55 
     0.49 0.49 0.48 
      0.46 0.46 0.45 
Benzene 0.31 0.32 0.31 
Naphthalene 0.28 0.28 0.28 
Anthracene 0.25 0.25 0.25 
 
A prevalent view is that self-interaction errors cause curvature 
and therefore self-interaction corrections remove it. Yet, it was 
already noticed that functionals that are formally one- and two- 
self-interaction free can still deviate from piecewise linearity, 19, 
49 leading to the suggestion to identify curvature with “many-
electron self-interaction errors (SIEs)”. Our approach is to inter-
pret curvature as required by MDD. Self-interaction is then just a 
mechanism for creating the required curvature. Other mecha-
nisms are possible. Indeed, curvature can arise in functionals that 
are formally self-interaction free such as in HFT. 
In conclusion, we have shown analytically that absence of a DD 
and deviation from piecewise linearity are, quantitatively, two 
sides of the same coin. We have used this to show how curvature 
can be used to estimate quite accurately the MDD and to estimate 
the deviation of the frontier OEs from the IP and EA. As a spe-
cial case, we showed that optimally-tuned RSHs designed to 
minimize the DD and bring OEs close to the corresponding IPs 
must also mitigate curvature. This allowed us to suggest the min-
imization of curvature obtained from a linear-response-like for-
malism as a tuning criterion and to examine its relation to single-
electron self-interaction errors. Importantly, all claims were es-
tablished quantitatively using a set of small molecules and se-
lected semi-local, hybrid, RSH, and HF calculations. 
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